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Younger Roy looks poised to inherit goon father’s throne
Nick
Frost

Sports
Commentary

O

f all the Roys in all the phone
books in Quebec, it had to be
Patrick’s son that went and
borderline-assaulted the opposition’s
netminder.
By now, I think everyone has seen
the footage of Quebec Remparts goaltender Jonathan Roy doing his best
Happy Gilmore impression on turtledup Chicoutimi Sagueneens goaltender
Bobby Nadeau, only to follow it up
with an esti de Chicoutimi middle
finger salute and a second fight on his
way out. When I first saw the tape, I
simply passed it off as another piece
of unnecessary buffoonery that would
likely start up another shitstorm about
violence in hockey. Later on, when I
found out that the culprit was actually
the son of NHL goaltending legend

and Remparts head coach Patrick Roy,
my reaction changed from one of mild
disgust to complete non-surprise.
What was surprising was the length
of the suspension handed down by
the Quebec Major Junior Hockey
League (QMJHL) to the father-son
duo on Tuesday. The younger Roy
received only a seven-game suspension for his actions, while St Patrick
was slapped with five games for allegedly egging his son on to go attack
the Sagueneens’ gardien de but as a
way of easing the pain of a ten-goal
blowout.
Jonathan Roy should’ve been given
a suspension long enough to actually force him to consider his actions.
Anyone can come out immediately
after the incident, say that they regret
what happened, do the time, and
get on with their lives; however, he
should really have time to stew over
what I believe is the bigger issue
here—the younger Roy seems to
have inherited a few of the spastic
and sometimes violent tendencies
that his father (and, unfortunately,
coach) has long displayed.

If there’s one thing that Patrick
Roy is known for—aside from being
one of the most feared goalies in
the modern era of hockey—it’s his
antics. And I don’t just mean talking
to his goalposts prior to the start of a
game or being a smartass to the referees in front of his home crowd; I’m
speaking more to the ripping-a-dooroff-its hinges, bitch-slapping-the
Sagueneens-owner-type behaviour
that he has exhibited so often in the
past.

Jonathan Roy should’ve
been given a suspension long enough to
actually force him to
consider his actions.
The situation immediately brought
to mind an incident involving Windsor
Spitfires enforcer Jeff Kugel back in
1998. During a line brawl against the
Owen Sound Platers, Kugel came
off the bench and proceeded to

sucker-punch the much smaller Plater
forward Juri Golicic. He then followed
that up by throwing his arms up as an
arrogant gesture to the crowd and chasing another player around the ice.
At face value, Kugel’s incident seems
worse because it involves a suckerpunch. But before being forcibly
turned into a human punching bag
by Roy, Nadeau was calmly standing
around, having nothing to do with
brouhaha further down the ice, until
he was pounced on and Roy started
raining punches—about eight of
which were thrown at Nadeau’s head
while he was down in the fetal position.
The more glaring difference between
the two is that Kugel was initially hit
with a 25-game suspension from the
QMJHL’s parent organization, the
Canadian Hockey League, as well as a
lifetime ban from the Ontario Hockey
League. While I’m not suggesting that
Roy should’ve been banned for life
from the QMJHL, seven games seems
like a slap on the wrist.
Far be it from me to pass judgment
on the character of someone I’ve never

met, but it seems to me that Jonathan
Roy has already demonstrated a mean
streak that could surpass that of his
dad and should probably be contained
while he’s still young. Sure, we’ve seen
Patrick pound the tar out of the likes
of Chris Osgood and Mike Vernon
before, but he never had to jump
either of them to do it. This demonstrates to me that Jonathan can take
that Roy-anger and push it to levels
that Patrick never reached. I mean, if
this is his first real suspendable incident, what might be next?
Handing down a 25- or even 30-game
suspension to the youngster would’ve
made a greater impact, as it would’ve
given him the label of being a higher
risk for future suspension which, in
turn, could’ve made him more conscious
of acting on even smaller situations. At
this point, QMJHL Commissioner Gilles
Courteau better be hoping that Roy
doesn’t re-offend because, all things considered, he seems susceptible to it.
And the last thing that hockey needs
right now, with all the issues currently
swirling around the sport, is more Patrick
Roys.
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